A stack of coated conductors is a perspective configuration for various applications of high temperature superconductors. We present an efficient fast Fourier transform-based numerical method for magnetization problems for a stack of flat films of the same (arbitrary) shape and compare it with the recently proposed finite element methods. For stacks containing a large number of densely packed films an accurate solution can be obtained as a properly rescaled solution for a stack of only several films. For an infinite stack the problem simplifies and becomes similar to that for a single film.
Introduction
Progress in fabrication and commercial availability of high temperature coated conductors made stacks of such conductors an attractive alternative to bulk superconductors for trapping strong magnetic fields, magnetic levitation, etc. Advantages of coated conductors are their high critical current density, better mechanical and thermal stability due to the metal substrate layers, higher degree of uniformity, and flexibility in adaptation to different configurations (see, e.g., [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] and the references therein). Stacks of coated conductors experience much weaker crossed field demagnetization (see [9, 10] ); this property is especially important for the superconducting magnets in electric motors.
Typically, the width to thickness ratio of the superconducting layer in coated conductors is between 1000 and 10000, which justifies modeling using the infinitely thin film approximation. For stacks of a few infinitely long strips, the two-dimensional (2D) magnetization problems were solved numerically in, e.g., [11] [12] [13] . Efficient solution for a densely packed stack of many such strips can be obtained using the anisotropic bulk model proposed by Clem, Claassen and Mawatari [14] , see also [15, 16] . For an infinitely high stack of equally spaced strips obeying the Bean critical-state model an analytical solution was found by Mawatari [17] ; this solution is an algebraic transformation of the well-known solution for a single strip [18] . Recently, a three-dimensional (3D) problem, magnetization of a stack of square films (the stack benchmark problem), was solved in the anisotropic bulk approximation using several finite element methods [19, 20] .
Here we present a new numerical method for 3D magnetization problems for a finite stack of flat films of the same (arbitrary) shape. The method uses the fast Fourier transform (FFT) for approximation in space and the method of lines for integration in time. It is an extension of the numerical method for thin film magnetization problems proposed by Vestgården et al. [21, 22] and modified in our work [23] . The outline of this paper is as follows. First, we formulate the problem and describe our method (Section 2), then solve the Differentiating (5), we obtain 
Iterations
To find the derivative g for a given g , for each film we find mm g   
[ ].
ii z    g Φh (9) Provided these iterations converge, () ,out i m g tend to zero for all m as desired. In practice, the iterations ( 8 ) , (9) are performed on a finite grid and eliminate the stray currents in each film plane except narrow boundary layers outside the films; the width of these layers scales with the grid step size. The fictitious resistivity out  should be sufficient to suppress currents only in these layers and, usually, does not need to be very high.
Implementation details
Our computer implementation of the described iterative method is similar to that in [23] for a single film. For spatial discretization we use a regular 
The benchmark problem
Employed in applications are often stacks of a large number of densely packed coated conductors with the distance between the superconducting films much less than the film size. In such cases efficient solution of magnetization problems can be obtained using homogenization and transition to the anisotropic bulk model [14] [15] [16] One of the methods, MEMEP [19] , was based on a variational formulation for the effective magnetization; the algorithm, written in C++, was parallelized (see [26] ) to accelerate time consuming computations. For a similar spatial resolution the problem was solved in [19] also using the popular h -formulation and COMSOL Multiphysics. The hformulation was employed also in [20] , where an advanced highly parallelized finite element algorithm was realized in the open source simulation software FEMPAR. For personal computers similar to ours, solution of the benchmark problem on a 71 71 7  finite element mesh by the MEMEP method took 6.0 days; COMSOL needed 1.7 days to solve the benchmark problem using a similar mesh inside the superconductor and the h -formulationbased method (see [19] ). Computed by these two methods, losses per cycle, mh Q , were, 6 respectively, 3.50 and 3.45 mJ. In [20] , the computation time for this problem was not reported; the mh Q value was 3.46 mJ.
Our attempt to solve the stack benchmark problem using the 3D FFT-based method for bulk superconductors [23, 27] was unsuccessful: it was difficult to obtain an accurate solution with resistivity in the z-axis direction fully suppressing the corresponding current density component. Much better result was obtained using a different approach, suggested for twodimensional stack problems in [16] . As was noted there, if the ratio of the film distance d to the half of superconducting strip width is less than 0.05, the difference between the AC losses in a stack and the corresponding anisotropic bulk superconductor does not exceed 2%. Hence, instead of the full homogenization and transition to the anisotropic bulk model, it is possible to replace the densely packed N -film stack by a stack with a lower number of tapes, ( , , )  ( , , ) , , ,
,,   was found sufficient to suppress the stray currents in vicinity of film boundaries. Our simulation results are presented in Table I . 
where, as was done above, the undetermined value of 2(1 ) () 
We set ( , , )  ( , , ) , We note that if an infinite stack is densely packed ( figure 2, top) , the solution is close to that for an infinite cylinder in a parallel field. As the distance between films increases, the stack problem solution tends to the solution for a single film ( figure 2, bottom) .
An interesting open question is whether solution to this specific infinite stack problem can, for the Bean model, be presented as a d -dependent algebraic transformation of the analytical solution [28] for thin disks (similarly to the case of strips, see [17] ). On the other hand, the proposed numerical method is general: it is applicable to an infinite stack of arbitrary shaped films.
Discussion
Efficient numerical solution of highly nonlinear 3D eddy current problems in type-II superconductivity is necessary for design of superconducting devices. Several finite element methods have been proposed recently; some of them (see [19, 20] ) were applied to 3D magnetization problems for an anisotropic bulk superconductor replacing a dense stack of thin superconducting films (the homogenized model).
Our work presents a simple but, nevertheless, efficient FFT-based alternative to these methods. Developed first for 2D film magnetization problems in [21, 22] , the method was modified and extended to 3D bulk magnetization problems in our works [23, 27] . Here we adapted the FFT-based method to stacks of superconducting films, a perspective replacement of bulk superconductors in many practical applications.
We showed that, to simulate magnetization of a densely packed stack of a large number of films, transition to the anisotropic bulk model is not the only possible approach. As in the 2D case (stacks of infinitely long strips, see [16] ), an accurate approximation can often be obtained as a solution to the magnetization problem for a stack of just a few films with the properly chosen characteristics. Replacing the anisotropic bulk superconductor by a stack of only four or six films, we computed an accurate solution to the stack benchmark problem: the obtained current density distributions were similar to those in [19, 20] and the AC loss estimates coincided within 1-2%.
The Matlab FFT software employed in our work is intrinsically parallelized; further parallelization of our algorithm is possible but was not implemented. Ran on a personal computer with four processors, our program was faster than those in [19] .
The distributions of current in films of a high stack are usually similar in all except the films close to the stack ends. Previously, 2D magnetization problem for an infinite stack of long strips was solved analytically in [17] . Here we derived, for an infinite stack of arbitrary shaped flat films, a formulation and an FFT-based numerical method similar to those for a single film. Using the stack of thin disks as an example we illustrated the typical behavior of solution to such problems.
Although for simplicity we assumed that the films are simply connected, the multiply connected film case can be treated exactly as in the single film case (see, e.g., [23] ).
